
How do you make your  

website work 414% harder  

for your accountancy firm?



What others in the world of accountancy 
have said about this report: 

2 3

“This is without doubt an inspiring, 
challenging and supporting report from  
Paul that will provoke your thinking about 
how much value you get and could get  
from your website. 

The time spent reading it, whether you  
think your website is poor, average or  
great, will give you a massive return on  
your investment.”

Simon Chaplin
Managing Director

GreenStones 
Accountants

“Paul’s insights about making your 
website work harder for you are typical 
of the way Paul approaches any aspect 
of work – you’ve got to walk the walk 
before you can talk about it! And walk he 
has, demonstrating in easy steps where 
most firms get websites (and marketing 
generally) wrong but, more importantly,  
how to make it right. 

Most firms will think they are beyond 
reading such material. In such a changing 
environment for all businesses, especially 
accountancy, I’d argue you can’t afford 
NOT to read, and act, upon the advice  
Paul offers here”.

Douglas Aitken
Operations Director

Peak Performance Group

“For a hardworking accountancy team, 
finding the time and space required to 
analyse past results and devise a strategy 
for business growth can be challenging.
In this report, Paul and his team have laid 
out a step-by-step process to improve 
your website performance. The insights 
highlighted and recommended actions 
come from their own experience of 
significantly boosting the results they see 
from their website, combined with research 
into a number of accountancy firm websites. 
They’ve done the work of developing a 
website strategy for you, so you can read 
the report and get to work to boost your 
website performance straightaway.”

Dee Gerrish
Specialist Business 
Consultant

Clear Vision  
Accountancy Limited

“This brilliantly useful report is classic Paul 
Shrimpling… research based, immensely 
practical and extremely valuable.”

Steve Pipe FCA
Author of ‘The World’s 
Best Accountancy 
Practices



Hard facts, insights and recommendations 

Hello,

You’ll find in this report how we almost doubled our number of website visitors in a year. 

You can probably do the same or better.

Having established and grown Remarkable Practice almost exclusively through word of mouth 
recommendation we felt it was time we made more of the digital marketing world. 

In our 2014 Marketing Audit1 of 109 accounting firms (into what marketing works best for accountants) 
we were surprised at how high website marketing ranked at generating converted leads – 3rd after client 
referrals and introducer referrals.

And yet we mostly hear from disappointed accountants who believe the results from their website should  
be much better.

So, we started a journey through the maze of learning more and mastering the science of website marketing. 

The Remarkable Practice website has been our guinea pig.

A lot of learning and a tentative start applying what we’d learned gave us a promising start in 2015…

…the results in 2015 showed visitor numbers up and website downloads up too. 

But there was much more to come…

…in 2016 we almost doubled the number of visits (compared with 2015) to our website but totally 
transformed the number of downloads (in exchange for visitor email addresses):

� •    In 12 months, we have almost doubled the traffic coming to our site –  
Nov 2015 visitors = 683 – Nov 2016 visitors = 1259

� •   In 12 months, the number of report downloads from our website has risen from 98 in 2015 to  
504 in 2016 – 414% increase

It’s no coincidence, in our view, that the sales and profits at Remarkable Practice reflect the increase in 
website activity. The increased profile of our business has contributed to our fee and profit growth of more 
than 25% to June 2017.

In plain English here are the 13 recommendations based on our experiences and based on the findings  
from investigating 14 accountancy firms’ websites too… 13 recommendations to help guide you through  
the maze of website marketing.

Paul Shrimpling 
Managing Director 

www.remarkablepractice.com

13 website recommendations that get your 
firm’s website a 414% better result…  

1  Marketing Audit for Accountants – http://remarkablepractice.com/marketing-audit-for-accountants/ – 109 firms shared their marketing 
KPIs to fuel the creation of this practical and detailed report on which marketing works best at winning new clients4 5

How can you ignore the importance  
and value of your firm’s website in this  
21st century digital age?

You can’t.

Almost every business owner you know uses a 
smart phone and a computer.

Cloud accounting will soon reign supreme. 

Yet lots of accountants pay lip service to their 
website instead of taking it seriously. 

And long may this last because you want your 
competition to ignore the importance of their website, 
leaving you to win a competitive edge by making your 
website work better and harder for your firm.

Could you take your website  
more seriously?

We did and got a 414% uplift in visitors 
downloading content from our website in  
exchange for their email address.

You can do the same or similar.

You’ll find 13 recommendations in this report – 
every recommendation can improve the results of  
your website. 

1:   Be crystal clear on the goals of your website .. 7

2:  Build a website that talks to ideal clients only 8

3:   Design every website page around your one 
single Most Wanted Action for that page .... 10

4:   Make sure you see clean results from the 
Google Analytics data about your website 
performance .................................................... 14

5:   In a digital world, you should treat your  
website as the axis that all your other  
marketing revolves around ............................ 16

6:   Stop thinking Google and other search engines 
are the most important source of traffic for your 
website. Take full responsibility for generating 
your own website traffic .............................. 17

7:   Make sure evidence (testimonials,videos 
etc) about your firm’s value, usefulness and 
effectiveness shows up on your home page  
and every page – make it easy and quick to  
find too ............................................................ 18

8:   Give all your contacts good reason to go to  
your website often – produce a valuable  
weekly blog ................................................... 20

9:  Make full use of email and social media to 
draw visitors to your website. .......................... 23

10: Use a browser push notification opt in ...... 25

11: Get list obsessed ......................................... 27

12:  Pay for well-designed website layout that  
works well on all platforms – especially  
smart phones .................................................. 27

13:   Design your website to play the long game 
of winning the hearts and minds of business 
owners – design a lead nurture website rather 
than a lead generation website  ...................... 30

MOST  

WANTED  

ACTION
If we could steer you to the one recommendation to start 
with it would be recommendation 5

GREEN BOXES: These boxes give you  
the statistical evidence from our research 
into our website Google Analytics and the 
Google Analytics for the websites of 14 firms 
of accountants

BLUE BOXES: These boxes signpost the  
firm recommendations we suggest based  
on what we’ve learned from our experiences 
and from researching the websites of 14 firms  
of accountants 

http://www.remarkablepractice.com
http://remarkablepractice.com/marketing-audit-for-accountants/
http://www.remarkablepractice.com


What exactly do we mean by a  
414% improvement?  

What should accountancy firms do to 
improve their website performance?
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You want your website to give you and your 
firm a much better result for your firm.

Back in 2015 we started wondering how we could 
make our website work much harder for us.

At the time, we didn’t know how!

Now we do.

In this report, you’ll find everything you  
need to know to make your website work 
harder too.

Save time and money and 
secure a big marketing win…

Can applying the website lessons we’ve 
learned over the last 18 months payoff  
for you and your firm? 

Yes.

And it doesn’t need to be hard work or time 
consuming either.

Instead of starting from scratch you can  
simply apply the findings and shortcuts you’ll  
find in this report.

This report helps you navigate the maze that is 
website and digital marketing.

As well as the insights from the Remarkable 
Practice website, you’ll also discover the insights 
we gained from investigating more than a dozen 
websites of your fellow accountants. 

These will help you avoid unnecessary mistakes 
and also make your website more useful and 
valuable to your firm.

Helping you achieve greater 
ROI from your firm’s website…
Most firms we talk to are frustrated by the lack  
of results that their website delivers. 

Some firms spend good money after bad  
on making their site work better, without  
much success.

The work we’ve done studying 14 accountancy 
firms’ website performance statistics point to 
several conclusions and recommendations.

Let’s get to the insights you can use… 

1.  Websites fail to deliver partly because the firm 
is unclear about what exactly they want their 
website to do for them

2.  And so, firms are unable to work at achieving 
the outcomes they want from their website.  
How could they if they don’t know what they 
want their website to do?

Most accountants’ websites are passive brochure 
sites that do little to engage with a visitor beyond 
one or two page clicks. There is value in a good 
brochure site, but your site can and should do so 
much more as a good pay-off for your firm.

Very little time is needed to clarify the goals for  
your website. 

 

Our results suggest 
there’s a BIG payoff in 
website activity waiting 
for your firm…
Here are the improvements we’ve seen 
at Remarkable Practice by applying the 
lessons you’ll find in this report:

•  WEBSITE VISITORS are up from  
683 in Nov-2015 to 1259 in Nov-2016 – 
84% increase

•  BRAND NEW EMAIL CONTACTS 
brought in specifically thanks to the 
website are up from 15 between July-
Dec 2015 to 179 between July-Dec 2016 
– 1093% increase

•  REPORT DOWNLOADS from our 
website are up from 98 Jul-Dec-2015 and 
then 504 Jul-Dec-2016 – 414% increase

What’s impressed us the most is the 
massive increase in report downloads.  
This shows that people are proactively 
engaged with our website, not just  
reading it passively. 

Visitors are up 70% (which is good) but the 
report downloads and new contacts show 
that the digital content marketing approach 
is working brilliantly with 414%+ increase.

The revenue and profit improvements 
we’ve seen (25% increase in revenues  
with little additional costs) indicate that the 
bottom line results have followed the 
online improvements.

We thought you’d appreciate seeing what 
we did to change our website – so you can 
achieve a similar result.

RECOMMENDATION 1:
Be crystal clear on the goals of 
your website…

Here’s how. This might seem blatantly obvious 
but it’s worth clearly stating the simple and clear 
goal for your accountancy firm’s website…  
Here’s our recommendation:

Yes, these all sound like good common sense. 

But how does your website perform on these  
4 issues, these 4 KPIs?

The research we’ve done into a selection of 
accountants’ websites suggest these KPIs are 
either ignored or the data about the KPIs is  
mostly fictitious. 

Most firms do not have accurate website 
performance measurements (more on this in 
recommendation 4) and do little to improve the 
performance on these 4 numbers.

Before we get to improving these measurements, 
let’s focus on the fundamentals for a little longer.

Four goals you should 
have for your firm’s 
website:
1.  GET MORE VISITORS to come to  

your website

2. KEEP THEM on your website longer

3.  Get them to COME BACK to your 
website more often

4.  Get them to ENQUIRE about 
something on your website

Here’s a helping hand to  
get you on the road to a  
better website…
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You just don’t want any old 
visitors to your website…
All you really want is for ideal clients and 
prospective ideal clients to be the visitors to  
your website. 

Here’s why

It’s so easy to get sucked into building your  
website so that it appeals to as many different  
types of business owner – high net worth 
individuals, start-ups, several niche markets  
and more. All on the same page! You can work  
with them all so let’s appeal to them all!

This is a mistake

Compare a website home page focused entirely 
on ambitious dental business owners with one that 
focuses on start-ups, inheritance tax for high net 
worth individuals, audit work, other niche clients, 
family businesses and dentists.

One of these websites will be significantly more 
successful with dentists.

The strength and impact of your website is down to 
your website’s ability to appeal to the ideal people 
you want to work with. 

Your ability and willingness to ignore anyone other 
than your ideal client determines the impact, 
strength and results your website achieves with 
ideal clients.

Too many accountancy websites attempt to appeal 
to all people, all of the time, on every page. 

IMPORTANT: Even though you design  
your website for your ideal clients, you’ll still 
win other types of clients. 

At Remarkable Practice our ideal accountancy 
firm client is one that is committed to business 
advisory work with their business owner clients. 
Yes they provide accountancy services, but they 
also want to help clients succeed through business 
advice, guidance and support. We want to work 
with accountancy firms who are ambitious for 
themselves, their team and their business  
owner clients.

So, our website ignores firms who work solely with 
contractors, firms who want to do compliance work 
only, firms who are comfortable with their lot, firms 
who are set in their ways, firms who ignore the 
tech changes, firms who are entirely accountancy 
obsessed rather than client care obsessed.

Despite our narrow focus we get all sorts of 
accountants on our website downloading our stuff 
and giving us their email address and buying our 
stuff too. You’ll experience the same. This means 
you’ll also get enquiries from non-ideal clients.

Who is your primary focus? 
Or are the multiple marketing messages on  
your website undermining the results your  
website delivers?

Can you see how confusing, distracting and  
unsettling it is when you have: 

•  messages about start-ups sitting next to  
messages about multi-million-pound audit  
client messages

•  business growth for ambitious business owner 
messages sitting next to cheap and cheerful tax 
returns messages

Be very clear on who your website is meant to be 
talking to and you’ll build better, clearer and more 
focused messages for your ‘target audience’.

Yes, this means deliberately ignoring non-ideal clients. 

And this can be difficult when you know you can 
service all types of clients. If this proves too much 
of a challenge for you, make it easy for each class 
of client to find the specific pages that specifically 
suit them.

RECOMMENDATION 2:
Build a website that talks to 
ideal clients only…

An IDEAL CLIENT FOCUS delivers a harder working 
website for your firm – here’s how:
1.  GET MORE VISITORS to come to your website – Google will recognise you’re 

focused on a specific ideal client and help you attract more of these clients

2.  KEEP THEM on your website longer – If your website suits a specific ideal client 
then they are more likely to stay on your website to find content that helps them

3.  Get them to COME BACK to your website more often – They’ll be more likely to 
come back if they know you’re perfectly relevant to them

4.  Get them to ENQUIRE about something on your website – Because your website 
is perfectly relevant to them they’ll believe the content you offer will also be worth 
looking at and they’ll happily swap their email address for your content

You’ll see marketing experts recommend that you 
build a client or prospect avatar or profile. They are  
correct in this and what they’re really suggesting is 
be clear on who you want as clients and who you 
don’t want as clients.

Here’s a short exercise to get you thinking this way 
quickly and easily – fill in the box (it is deliberately  
small so that you do it quickly). 

For a detailed exercise to help you choose your 
ideal clients check out Appendix A.

When you know who you want to talk to (and who you 
aren’t talking to) your message also gets focused and 
becomes more valuable to your ideal clients.

It also makes it more likely that you’ll be able to steer 
your ideal clients to a most wanted action (MWA) on 
each page of your website.

What’s our ideal client? At Remarkable Practice, we want ambitious accounting firms who are 
committed to increasing and improving the business advisory work they do with their business 
owner clients. And we want to work with accountancy firms who are committed to taking 
action to improve their firm and their clients’ businesses. 

How does an IDEAL CLIENT FOCUS help you improve the results 
of your website?

Here’s our answer:

Now you do it...

What’s your ideal client? 

Check out Appendix A to 
see how you can describe 
your ideal client in detail…
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Most pages on most websites try to achieve too many 
things, offering visitors too many places to click. 

A great rule of thumb is “less is more” when it 
comes to improving your website’s ‘click rates’  
(the number of people ‘clicking’ to go to the next 
page on your website).

Too many places to click confuses people and is  
a mistake.  

All the evidence from all the website experts is that 
the more ‘click’ options you give a visitor on a page 
the less ‘clicks’ you’ll get.

Instead focus on the most wanted action for each 
page of your website and make it blatantly obvious 
– like having just one crystal clear button to click. 

EXAMPLE: The orange ‘buy now’ button on every 
Amazon page is clear and obvious – it’s their MWA.

A commitment to one single Most Wanted Action 
(MWA) on each and every page makes you look at 
every page in a clearer, stronger light. You might 
have other things to click but one is clearly, blatantly 
and obviously your MWA.

RECOMMENDATION 3:
Design every website page 
around your one single MWA 
for that page…

MWA = Most Wanted Action

MWA delivers a harder 
working website for 
your firm – here’s how:
1.  GET MORE VISITORS to come to  

your website – More clicks happen 
because you adopt a MWA approach 
to every page of your website. Google 
likes lots of clicks so you’ll get more 
visitor traffic because you’ll be higher 
up the Google rankings

2.  KEEP THEM on your website  
longer – If your website visitors are 
clicking more pages they stay longer 
(Google likes this too) and will be more 
engaged with you and your website 
content and more likely to come back 
and request more information

3.  Get them to COME BACK to your 
website more often – If they have 
clicked in the past they know your 
website is engaging and will come  
back (if you ask them to)

4.  Get them to ENQUIRE about  
something on your website –  
Because they are clicking more they 
are engaged more and are more likely 
to respond to a request for their email 
address in exchange for a valuable 
report or similar

Accountants making good use of the Most Wanted Action:

Here’s our Most Wanted Action 
for this page and shows how 
we use a worthwhile 4-page 

report to tempt you…
http://remarkablepractice.com/ 

bbs-email-marketing-landing-page/

An MWA focus gets you writing better messages, 
better offers, better content. Especially when  
you’re designing your MWA around a specific  
ideal client description.

To show you how to use an MWA we’d like you to 
have a quick-and-easy-to-read 4-page report on the 
power of email marketing.

http://remarkablepractice.com/bbs-email-marketing-landing-page/
http://remarkablepractice.com/bbs-email-marketing-landing-page/
http://remarkablepractice.com/bbs-email-marketing-landing-page/
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Does your newsletter give  
you a strong-enough Most 
Wanted Action?
A lot of accountants have a newsletter. 

But does a newsletter drive a website visitor to  
give you their email address? 

Unlikely. A newsletter is unlikely to get the response 
you want because it’s very hard for a generic 
newsletter to be relevant and timely (two keys  
to great marketing). And because everyone has  
a newsletter, the perceived value of a newsletter  
is low. And as a result response to newsletters  
is low too.

If you doubt this logic ask yourself  
this question: 

Is signing up for your newsletter worthwhile  
enough, valuable enough, relevant enough for  
your website visitors?

Yes, a newsletter is a good idea, however most  
of these newsletters are sourced from the same  
1 or 2 producers of newsletters – there’s no 
exclusivity or anything unique. In fact, if a business 
owner enquires about a few accountants, there’s  
a strong chance they’ll see the same newsletter 
from all the accountants – albeit branded and 
coloured differently.

Now that you have  
3 fundamental insights  
for your website…
A.  Your website goals are clear and focused

B.  Your ideal client focus is clear and obvious

C.  Every page has a most wanted action focus

…you should now get  
pedantic about the results  
your website achieves!
Do you know the performance numbers for  
your website?

The performance numbers for your website 
tell you where to improve your website…  
Here’s what happened to the Remarkable Practice website numbers when we implemented 
the actions and recommendations in this report:

•  Do you know how many website visitors you get?

•  How many pages do people visit and which 
pages are most important?

•  How long do they stay on your website?

Your Google Analytics tells you (or does it?)

We were surprised by this simple error.

We thought we were smart ‘til we dug down deep 
into Google Analytics. Then we realised our numbers 
were warped by rogue visits to our website, we 
weren’t alone. 

 

In our case, we chose to look at our  
visitor session information, broken  
down by New and by Returning Visitors.  
We compared data from November 2015 
with November 2016.

What is Google Analytics? 
A free service from Google that allows 

you to add a code to all your website 

pages and then be able to track and 

measure number of visitors, how long 

they stay and which pages they visit.

New Visitors Returning Visitors
Nov 2015 Nov 2016 Nov 2015 Nov 2016

Sessions 488 768 195 491
Pages per visit 1.53 1.70 1.82 3.07
Avg visit duration (mins) 0.56 0.50 2.10 3.47
Home Page Bounce Rate 70.0% 53.1% 65.9% 44.6%

Website visitor numbers for 
www.remarkablepractice.com

Almost 84% more visitors in November 2016 
compared with November 2015 is pleasing  
(new visitors plus returning visitors – from 683  
to 1259). 

What’s even more pleasing is that returning 
visitors spent 50%+ more time on our site 3.47 
mins in 2016 compared with 2.10 in 2015, and 
visited 50%+ more pages too. But we clearly 
need to do something to appeal more to new 
visitors when we see the visit duration of new 
visitors drop from 0.56 to 0.50 mins.

All these figures show us we have more visitors 
(new and returning) that view more pages and 
that each visitor stays longer.  

All signs indicate that our website visitors have 
not only increased, they are also better engaged 
than the visitors we were attracting in 2015.

Because we know we have filters giving  
us accurate data from our Google Analytics,  
we know we have some wins here and need to 
do something that works better for new visitors.

What does the above table tell us?
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Accurate website performance 
measures lead to good 
website decision making… 

…good website decisions  
lead to good actions and  
good results for your website
Before you make important decisions about your 
website, ensure that you’re working with clean 
website performance data. 

You get this from your Google Analytics data.

Get the help of your website tech-support to help 
with this and use the checklist in Appendix C to help 
ensure it gets done properly, and delivers true and 
accurate measurements.

Why would you want to  
spend time and money  
‘fixing’ something that  
might not be true?
Decisions based on inaccurate website data mostly 
result in making wrong decisions and mostly result 
in counter-productive actions. 

Inaccurate data could also result in you missing 
opportunities that would have been obvious if the 
reported data was true and accurate.

We recommend you get Google Analytics working 
on your website immediately – you can then build 
comparison data and see your results improve as 
you upgrade your website. 

RECOMMENDATION 4:
DO NOT assume your Google 
Analytics data is true – Make 
sure you see clean, fully-
filtered results from the Google 
Analytics data about your 
website performance…

STEP 1:  Go to your firm’s ‘webmaster’ (the 
techies who look after your site) and insist you 
have Google Analytics installed on your site. 

IF you already have Google Analytics installed ask 
to see the reports.

Once you’re certain Google Analytics is operating 
on your website it’s time to…

…get your filters working
It pays to be sceptical about your Google Analytics 
data until you have robust filters in place.

STEP 2:  You minimise junk traffic by creating 
filters for your Google Analytics data. 

Instructions can be found on the web, or you  
can use the instructions in Appendix C as a  
starting point for cleaning up your website traffic 
results and start seeing what’s really happening  
on your website.

Google analytics won’t tell you everything, but if 
you’re going to improve your website performance 
you want to be able to prove that the changes you 
are making are working.

Get serious about your Google Analytics and you 
can start to improve your website results every 
week, every month or at least every quarter.

Now that you can get accurate Google Analytics 
data you can make changes to your website and 
see the improved results on your four goals for 
your website.

Four goals you should have 
for your firm’s website:
1.  GET MORE VISITORS to come to  

your website

2. KEEP THEM on your website longer

3.  Get them to COME BACK to your  
website more often

4.  Get them to ENQUIRE about something 
on your website

Let’s now look at the performance of some accountancy websites and see how important it 
is to get clean data from Google…

WEBSITE INSIGHT: Here’s what happened when the 
team at Remarkable Practice cleaned up our Google 
Analytics data:

Making marketing decisions based on 
inaccurate marketing data would be stupid.

What was immediately evident from our 
research was that, even though some work  
had been done to filter out irrelevant or 
‘junk’ traffic1, spam was still a problem on 
the Remarkable Practice website, and the 
accountants’ websites too. 

Our own Google analytics data showed, for 
example, that ‘sessions’ (the number of website 
visits) were overstated by 108, or nearly 7.9%. 

The worst performing accountant’s website 
was overstated by 80.3%. How ‘REAL’ is your 
website data?

The table below shows you the Remarkable 
Practice session data during November 2016, 
along with the best and worst of what we found 
when we looked at the sample data from 14 
accountants’ websites.

Only 1 of 14 accountants’ websites were receiving 
accurate and worthwhile Google Analytics data
Most accountants suffered some form of junk 
traffic, however there were a few who obviously 
put in place measures to minimise junk traffic, and 
for these accountants there was little difference 

between pre-clean and post-clean data. 

The sample data below is from the data captured 
about the 14 accountants’ websites:

Number of visitor sessions for: Pre-Clean Post-Clean Difference

Remarkable Practice 1367 1259 7.9%
Best of Sample Data 487 487 0.0%
Worst of Sample Data 234 46 80.3%

1   Junk traffic is generated by a programme or a ‘bot’ and it is possible for this type of spam to fake any Google Analytics 
record. A spammer can fake referral, organic and direct traffic, and can fake traffic from social media, etc., as well as events, 
virtual page views, screen views, host name, request URL, keywords and even transaction and item data. 

To see some of the example pre-clean and post-clean results from some of the 14 accounting 
firms please check out out Appendix E.
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Is there really any point doubling  
your website performance if it leads to  
low-value clients?

1 BIG GLARING ISSUE: 
Many firms comment that website leads are 
of a lower quality and lower value compared 
with referrals and other sources of leads. 

This means lots of firms treat their website 
with a degree of disdain, some ignore their 
website completely! 

There is a question over the quality of the 
converted leads from websites based on many 
conversations with many firms over many years.

Typically, we hear that website leads are of a lower 
quality and lower value compared with referrals. 

This could derail the motivation to get your website 
working wonderfully for your firm. Two possibilities 
present themselves…

You could use this insight to say:

“If website leads are lower in quality, there’s no 
point investing time and money in my website!”

ALTERNATIVELY, you could ask yourself:

“What do we do to get more valuable leads and 
more valuable clients from our website?”

The answer…
The answer is stop seeing your website as a  
stand-alone marketing vehicle.

See your website (and treat your website) as  
an integrated part of your firm’s marketing.

Let’s go further…

 

RECOMMENDATION 5:
In a digital world, you should 
treat your website as the axis 
that all your other marketing 
revolves around…

Here’s why making your 
website the central focus of 
your firm’s marketing is  
so important:
Business owners come to your website for  
a variety of reasons…

1.  When a business owner is recommended 
to your firm, aren’t they most likely to go 
online to check your website out?

2.  If a business owner sees you or your firm at 
a networking event, aren’t they most likely 
to go online to check you out?

3.  When a business owner sees you present 
at an event or sees the marketing for an 
event, aren’t they most likely to go online to 
check you out?

4.  Email a business owner about your most 
recent blog or your next event or another 
offer, aren’t they most likely to go online to 
check you out?

5.  Where do you want your social media 
posts to drive traffic? Don’t you want to 
drive people to your website?

6.  When a business owner sees some other 
marketing you’ve done which interests 
them, aren’t they most likely to go online  
to check you out?

7.  A business owner unhappy with their 
accountant, or who is starting up a new 
business, or who, just out of curiosity,  
may have done a Google search for  
local accountants...

8.  Perhaps a business owner finds your 
website by mistake?

 Most sources of website 
visitors are mostly in your 
hands, not in Google’s hands...
You stimulate most of your website visitors. 

You stimulate website traffic when you do more of  
1 to 6 in the list above. 

Traffic sources 1 to 6 usually result in the business 
owner typing in your firm’s name into Google  
and, chances are, you’re on page 1 of Google for  
your name2. 

Your competition are less likely to show up, unless 
they are using your firm’s name as a source of pay 
per click response. (You might be tempted to do 
this too, but in a trusted advisor world we do not 
recommend you do this to your competition3. Your 
reputation as a trusted advisor will be undermined.)

To drive your website visitor numbers up, you must 
work on getting all 6 sources of traffic to access 
your website more often. And make your website 
relevant to them too. This will, in turn, also drive up 
the quality of your website visitors.

 

IMPORTANT: 
Can you see how SEO – Search Engine 
Optimisation – only helps with sources 7 
and 8? And you’re competing directly with 
every other accountancy firm when they go 
looking for ‘another’ accountant. Control, 
influence and grow your website traffic 
sources 1 to 6 before you invest time and 
money directly in SEO (this is of course not 
what the website and SEO firms want you  
to do).

What about Pay Per Click (PPC) 
advertising? To us it seems ill-advised to 
spend money on PPC unless you have 
implemented a programme of improving 
the lead nurturing focus of your website. 
We suggest you implement the 13 
recommendations in this report BEFORE 
you spend money on PPC. You’ll then  
get a better return on investment from  
your PPC spend.

RECOMMENDATION 6:
Stop thinking Google is the 
most important source of traffic 
for your website. Take full 
responsibility for generating 
your own website visitor traffic

2   Type in your firm’s name into Google and see what page your website shows up in the listings and how high up the listings you are 
(ignore the paid for advertised listings with the ‘Ad’ sign)

3 https://econsultancy.com/blog/66859-ppc-ads-should-you-bid-on-a-competitor-s-name/ 
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Make it easier for yourself, make it faster, 
make it more valuable too…
If website visitor numbers are important, and  
you are responsible, where do you start? 

Start by answering two natural and important 
questions:

QUESTION 1:
Which of the 6 sources of visitor to your  
website drives the most predictable traffic to  
your website?

QUESTION 2: 
Which of the 6 drives the most valuable traffic to 
your website.

Let’s answer question 2 first – 

The most valuable source of  
website traffic?

Referrals are your most valuable source of new 
clients. Referrals are your most valuable website 
visitors too.

Referrals are the leads that are most likely to 
convert into clients, most likely to convert quickly, 
most likely to convert at higher prices, and most 
likely to recommend others to you too.

When applying a critical eye to your website  
home page (and all pages), see them through  
the eyes of a referral. 

Referrals want confirmation that the 
recommendation they’ve received is true  
and that your firm is relevant to them. And of 
course, all other visitors appreciate being able  
to see proof that you are a great firm to work with. 
So you can’t lose by ramping up the quantity  
and quality of the proof on your website.

  

RECOMMENDATION 7:
Make sure proof about your 
firm’s value, usefulness and 
effectiveness shows up on  
your home page and every 
page – make it easy and  
quick to find too

•  So be sure to have plenty of proof (testimonials, 
case studies, statistics, guarantees) that you’re 
good at what you do showing up on your website

•  Make your proof easy to find, blatant and obvious 
on every page

•  Make your proof relevant to your ideal target 
clients too

There are 4 forms of proof (testimonials, case 
studies, statistics, guarantees).

Check out Appendix F for some examples of 
accounting firms using testimonials and case  
studies brilliantly well.

Check out this specific 
4-page report on proof  

to appreciate what the four are and how you 
put the 4 forms of proof together.

http://remarkablepractice.com/bbs-build-
proof-landing-page/

Now let’s answer question 1 – 

Which of the 6 reasons that people  
come to your website drives the most 
predictable traffic to your website?

The answer is quite simply number 4:  
email marketing.

Before we explain why email is the answer  
consider this…

Website traffic sources 1 to 6 from the list above will 
go to your website more often if you give them good 
reason to go to your website.

So, give them good reason to go to your website.

Sell too early in a relationship and you put visitors 
off. Selling too often also puts visitors off.

A trusted advisor accountant is seen to deliver value 
before entering into a dialogue about selling the firm 
or specific services. 

IMPORTANT:   
Ultimately you want your website marketing to 
generate an appointment with a high-value, 
ideal client. So, all you’re ever really selling is 
a first meeting. But before you sell the idea 
of this first meeting you must earn the right to 
sell the first meeting by delivering value to the 
prospective client.

So how do you deliver value with your website as 
stepping stones to a first meeting?

Here’s what we did at 
Remarkable Practice to 
increase website report 
download response by 414%?
At Remarkable Practice we give people two good 
reasons to visit our website:

a.  You can see a weekly blog of useful,  
valuable and sometimes provocative content 
(with great pictures)

b.   You can get your hands on a valuable report 
about business growth insights tailored to 
ambitious business advisory accountants like you

 

How many accounting 
firms publish an active 
weekly blog? And how 
many accounting firms’ 
blogs lead to a report 
download?
Of the 14 websites we investigated in detail 
only 2 of the 14 firms published anything 
close to a weekly blog.

And neither of the 2 with a weekly blog 
encouraged visitors to download a relevant 
report. As a result both firms failed to 
capture the email address of their most 
interested visitors and identify a possible 
new client.

Can you see how this insight shows you 
there is a competitive advantage to be  
had from an active weekly blog and 
relevant report downloads?

a.  How do weekly blogs improve the results 
of your website?

     •  A weekly blog means you can give good 
reason to all your social media contacts to 
click a link to your website every week, several 
times a week or several times a day

     •  You refer to blogs at all your events and 
webinars and client meetings and give them 
good reason to go to your website and read 
the blogs 

     •  Send weekly emails pointing to your new 
(weekly) blog to everyone you know to drive 
more visitors to your website

     •  When you point existing clients to relevant 
blogs in meetings you create referral 
opportunities that would not otherwise exist

http://remarkablepractice.com/bbs-build-proof-landing-page/
http://remarkablepractice.com/bbs-build-proof-landing-page/
http://remarkablepractice.com/bbs-build-proof-landing-page/
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EMAIL UNSUBSCRIBES: We needn’t have worried about 
the level of unsubscribes when we moved from 
monthly to weekly emails…
The major worry about increasing the volume 
of email marketing is that you’ll upset clients 
by wasting their time and increasing their email 
volume. Yes everyone is frustrated by increased 
email – but only when it is irrelevant and of no value.

When you email high value business growth and 
tax saving messages you’ll be appreciated more 
than you’ll be despised. 

Keep your emails brief pointing to greater value on 
your website (your blog) and you make it quick and 
easy for your contacts to have a look or move on.

On a number of weeks we have emailed twice and 
sometimes three times in one week. Unsubscribes 
were no greater than a one-email week.

During 2015 we were sending Business Bitesize 
emails and event related emails (34 for the whole 
year). During 2016 we were sending Business 
Bitesize and event emails and began to send 
weekly blog emails too (98 for whole year – 
almost 3x more contact).

SUMMARY: Increasing the number of 
emails by 288% has increased the 
unsubscribe rate by 1%. 

IMPORTANT: Whenever we check out the 
Remarkable Practice unsubscribes, they are 
almost always people who have shown no 
interest in our message – their email open 
rates are low and their email click through to 
our website even lower. Losing them is no loss 
as they are likely not ideal prospects and they 
are not interested in our business advisory 
messages and blogs. STOP WORRYING ABOUT 
UNSUBSCRIBE RATES – send good stuff, often.

Number of unsubscribes: 2015 – unsubscribes 2016 – unsubscribes 

Remarkable Practice 84 135
Unsubscribe rate (as a % of list size) 7% (list size 1196) 8% (list size 1698)
Lowest weekly unsubscribe 0 0
Highest weekly unsubscribe 8 29

RECOMMENDATION 8:
Give all your contacts good 
reason to go to your website 
often – produce a valuable 
weekly blog 

b.  Have your blogs encourage a
report download in exchange for
their email address

 Follow the Remarkable Practice blog and
you’ll see how our blogs (and the lead magnet
advert next to each blog) work at getting report
downloads and email addresses.

 Your blog should do the same. It’s why we’ve
created the Business Bitesize service to do all
the work for you.

      Emails point to blogs. 

       Blogs point to landing pages for a report 
download in exchange for their email address. 

       Deliver the report instantly and your digital 
marketing is generating active leads for  
your firm.

Shouldn’t you take email 
marketing, using high-value 
content, much more seriously?
But weekly emails pointing to weekly blogs 
on your website has a big problem!

This is where you say:

1.  “Won’t weekly emails drive my clients and
prospects mad? Won’t they all unsubscribe? And
won’t my whole digital marketing effort fail and
be a complete waste of money?”

2.  “With everything we have to do to make our firm
work I’m already badly overworked, so how do
I create a weekly blog and weekly social media
posts and weekly emails?”

Yes, weekly emails create 2 very thorny 
issues that worry accountants…

Let’s start with question 1 – won’t weekly 
emails drive clients away?

No, they won’t.

At Remarkable Practice we now email all our 
contacts about a newly published blog every week.

Some weeks we email all our contacts twice. 
Occasionally we have emailed all our contacts  
3 times a week. We went for 3 times a week for 
2 consecutive weeks once!

Check this out here...
www.businessbitesizeforaccountants.com

Yes, we wondered if we’d shrink our email list 
(through unsubscribes) as we moved from a 
monthly email to a weekly email.

As you can see in the table above, we needn’t 
have worried. You don’t need to worry either.

Thanks to the Remarkable Practice blog we have 
a valuable excuse to email all our contacts every 
week (or more). 

This is the main reason returning visitors to the 
Remarkable Practice website have increased from 
195 to 491 – a 252% increase.

You can do the same or similar with a weekly blog.

Check out the Remarkable Practice blog  
(http://www.remarkablepractice.com/blog) to 
see how a weekly blog adds to the appeal of our 
website, and can work for you and your firm too.

To answer question 2 you need to know 
how to create a weekly blog.

Three options are available to you:

A.  Block off time every week for you or one of your
team to write and edit a blog every week from
your sources of valuable business insights

B.  Hire someone to create a weekly blog for you
using your sources of valuable business insights

C. Outsource a weekly blog

Option C breaks into three further options

i.  Find someone to create unique content for you
and your firm every week

ii.  Choose regionally exclusive content that shows
that you stand out from your local competition
every week

iii.  Choose general content that lots of firms
use and sacrifice any competitive advantage
from generally available blog content but do it
every week

MORE INFORMATION?
If you want to learn more about how we  
can help you take all the hard work out of 
option C – using regionally-exclusive blog 
content – check out this web page.

http://remarkablepractice.com/business-
breakthrough-marketing/

You’ll see how a working weekly blog, weekly 
email and social media programme, plus a report 
download in exchange for email addresses can 
happen for your firm – all with little or no time from 
you and your team.

Check out how we 
do all of this

from the Remarkable Practice blog here – 
www.remarkablepractice.com/blog

http://www.businessbitesizeforaccountants.com/
http://businessbitesizeforaccountants.com/
http://remarkablepractice.com/business-breakthrough-marketing/
http://www.remarkablepractice.com/blog
http://remarkablepractice.com/business-breakthrough-marketing/
http://remarkablepractice.com/business-breakthrough-marketing/
http://www.remarkablepractice.com/blog
http://www.remarkablepractice.com/blog
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Is email (and social media) really so 
important in driving visitors to your website?

The way visitors find your website tells you what 
actions you have to take to get more visitors. 

Why not use the Remarkable Practice website 
performance statistics to benchmark your  
firm’s results?

The Remarkable Practice website results  
showed us the various ways in which visitors 
accessed the Remarkable Practice website,  
e.g., via a Google search, by clicking on an  
email link or via social media.   

Here’s the data that shows the amount of traffic 
that was generated by the use of emails and 
social media:

•  Out of 1259 visitor sessions in  
November 2016 (768 + 491), more than 
333 visits were as a result of a weekly email 
invitation – users received an email and then 
clicked a link to enter the website blog  

•  Another 290 visits to our blog were  
due to social media – Facebook, Twitter 
and LinkedIn.  

So, roughly a quarter of all visits to our  
website in November 2016 followed a direct 
email invitation to visit the website and view 
some content.

Another quarter came from social media links 
(LinkedIn, Facebook and Twitter).

It is also interesting to look at the breakdown 
between new and returning visitors.  

For example: 

•  138 of the 333 visitor sessions generated by 
an email invitation were by first-time visitors. 
195 were returning visitors

•  112 visits were generated by LinkedIn,  
56 of which were first-time visitors.  
56 were returning visitors

•  Of the 104 visitor sessions generated  
by Facebook, 75 were by first-time visitors.  
29 were returning visitors

•  And for Twitter, there were 59 first time visitors 
out of 74 visits and only 15 returning visitors

How do visitors find your website? 

After the visitor traffic from Google, email and social 
media generate half your website visitors

So, what does this tell us?  We’ve learned that  
email invitations and social media are very effective 
ways of drawing new, as well as existing contacts to 
our website. 

IMPORTANT: 
Ignore email and social media and you halve 
your website traffic.

From November 2015 to November 2016 the total 
number of visitor sessions climbed from 488 to 718 
for new visitors, and from 195 to 491 for returning 
visitors. 1259 total visitors.

In 2015, when we were emailing 3 times a month, 
email accounted for only 14.8% (101 of 683 visitor 
sessions) of visitor numbers. Only 2.5% (17 visitor 
sessions) of our website traffic could be attributed 
to social media, as we were not yet making full use 
of these sources.

To be certain you are driving the maximum number 
of visitors to your website focus first on weekly 
emails, then on LinkedIn. Only then should you 
tackle Facebook and Twitter.

If you’re already successful with social media then 
why not point your energy, time and resource at 
email marketing and see what impact you have. 
Emails, based on our experience, are twice as 
effective as all social media put together.

NB We have deliberately avoided all other forms  
of social media because time, energy and money 
are limited and we wish to achieve the best ROI.  
We keep checking out Instagram, Snapchat and 
others. And what about YouTube? Yes, it’s valuable, 
but we recommend you have your videos show up 
on your website for viewing and avoid taking people 
away from your website to YouTube.

“If email is a very quick and (relatively)  
easy win…

…what exactly do we email to clients and 
prospects and introducers?”

I know this sounds like we’re repeating ourselves 
here, but email everyone you know every week 
telling them about your new blog post. 

Make your emails brief and give them a MWA  
(most wanted action). Make your MWA clear and 
obvious and blatant – for our Remarkable Practice 
emails the MWA is ‘click here to read our blog’.  
And we usually make it a button rather than just  
an underlined link.

Being brief means they’re more likely to open future 
emails and less likely to unsubscribe, and by the 
way, more likely to click and go to your website.

ACTION:  
So why not sign up for the Remarkable 
Practice weekly blog and see how we do it? 

The best place to sign up is here  
http://remarkablepractice.com/bbs-email-
marketing-landing-page/ where you’ll also get 
a brief 4-page report on making email marketing 
work for you and your firm. (You can unsubscribe 
anytime you wish by clicking the unsubscribe option 
in every email.) Then you’ll get a weekly blog from 
us packed with useful business breakthroughs for 
your firm.

You get 2 wins from 1 action and to make 
the MWA on this page obvious…

RECOMMENDATION 9:
Make full use of email and 
social media to draw visitors to 
your website

Sign up here to see how  
a weekly blog works…

http://remarkablepractice.com/bbs-email-
marketing-landing-page/

http://remarkablepractice.com/bbs-email-marketing-landing-page/
http://remarkablepractice.com/bbs-email-marketing-landing-page/
http://remarkablepractice.com/bbs-email-marketing-landing-page/
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Some website visitors are more  
important than other visitors – here’s what 
we discovered…
We wanted to find out how engaged our Returning Visitors were, so we looked at data for those visitors  
who viewed at least three pages in a visitor session and who spent at least three minutes on the site.  
Here are the numbers:

Driving up engagement from our website visitors: 
Visitor Loyalty or Engagement measures 
the number of times that a visitor returns to 
the website (sessions) from the same device. 
It should be noted that if the same person 

accesses the website from two different devices, 
e.g., a desktop and a tablet, Google Analytics 
will register them as two separate visitors. Again, 
comparing November 2015 to November 2016:

These numbers show 252% increase in  
people coming back to the website two times 
or more, comparing November 2015 and 
November 2016.

124 more visitors came to our website 5 or more 
times when comparing the two Novembers.

Visitors coming to our site more than 9 times in 
a month means serious engagement with our 
content and this number has improved 62% –  
77 more people in November 2016 compared 
with November 2015.

 November 2015 November 2016

Basic engagement (2 or more visitor sessions) 195 491
Medium engagement (5 or more visitor sessions) 132 256
High engagement (9 or more visitor sessions) 123 200

How do you keep your  
visitors engaged and 
encourage loyalty
Once you have visitors on your website (using 
email and social media), here’s the question that 
matters most:

“How do we keep visitors engaged while 
they’re on the website, and how do we keep 
them coming back for more?”

 

Make sure your  
website provides  
high quality content… 
To maximise visitor engagement, we first looked at 
the pages that our visitors were most interested in.  

Google Analytics provides a Behaviour Flow report, 
which visually displays the path visitors take as they 
navigate the site.  

This report showed that just under 60% of our  
new visitors entered the site via various blog 
pages, indicating that they clicked on a link in 
an email or in one of the social media sources. 
Approximately half of returning visitors also 
entered the site via a blog page.  

So we dug a little deeper.

Google Analytics allows us to view our data in 
various segments, for example, New Visitors, 
Returning Visitors and Loyal Visitors4.  

In addition, we were able to generate an Engaged 
Visitor5 report to determine what these visitors 
found most engaging. Of the 60 visitor sessions  
for Returning Engaged Visitors, 20 came from  
email and 13 from a browser push notification6,  
with another 11 resulting from LinkedIn and Twitter.  

These were all visitors who’d been to our site 
previously, so we can see that email and social 
media are effective, not only in generating new 
traffic, but in re-engaging visitors.  These Engaged 
Visitors averaged 26 minutes and 14 page views 
per session – real engagement!  

There were also 43 New Engaged Visitors, who 
spent an average of 11 minutes on the site and 
who viewed, on average, just over 7 pages per 
session. Of these, 24 accessed the site through a 
Google search engine.  Even if they entered our 
site via a blog page, these New Engaged Visitors 
were then accessing pages relating to our company, 
specifically, the Home page and pages containing 
information about our products and our team. 

It is possible to use the ‘User (visitor) Explorer’ 
report in Google Analytics to see the data for 
individual visitors, i.e., how much time they spent 
per session and what pages they looked at.  
(Please note that a cookie7 is downloaded the 
first time the visitor accesses the website from 
a particular device, and it is this cookie which 
provides the ‘Client ID’ for this report. N.B. It is not 
possible to extrapolate any personal or contact 
details for individual visitors.)  

NB We are currently investigating software that 
enables us to identify returning visitors to our 
website so that we can be more proactive with 
engaged website visitors at the time they are 
engaged on our website. We’ll report on what  
we learn in a future edition of this report.

But some visitors leave after 
looking at only one page… 
You also want to see where the visitors are when 
they leave your website, and try to determine why 
they left.  

It could be that they’ve read the information they 
were looking for and were ready to move on, or that 
the information on the page was lacking in some 
respect and could be improved upon to keep them 
on the site longer.  

If many visitors access a particular page, e.g., the 
company’s team page and then leave our website, 
could we do more on that page to keep them 
engaged with the site?  

Ultimately, we want to see the Bounce Rate 
decrease as users are encouraged to access more 
of the site.  Therefore, after we modify our home 
page, we’ll monitor the traffic to see whether new 
visitors are interacting with their first visitor page on 
our website better than they are now. This is one of 
the goals we have for our website improvement. 

When you have accurate Google Analytics filtered 
about your website you too can start to see the 
wood for the trees and take action to improve the 
performance of your website.

RECOMMENDATION 10:
Use a browser push notification 
opt-in on your website to 
appeal to your engaged visitors 
and help drive more engaged 
visitors to your website

4  Those who have visited our site two or more times since their very first session
5 Those who viewed at least three pages and who spent at least three minutes on the site
6  Web push notifications are messages that can appear on a desktop or device even when the concerned web page is not open in a browser. They 

don’t require a user’s email or other contact details, only that the user has visited your website and has given permission to receive notifications.
7  A cookie is a small file of letters and numbers downloaded on to a visitor’s computer. These cookies allow a website to recognise users when 

they return. Each one typically contains: 
• The name of the server from which the cookie was sent 
• The lifetime of the cookie (the default for GA is 2 years; this is reset each time a user accesses the site) 
• A randomly generated unique number

The website server which sent the cookie uses this number to recognise a user if they return to the site or browse from page to page.  
Only the server that sent a cookie can read and use it.
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What We Weren’t Expecting…
It has been interesting to see the attention that 
continues to be given to some of our older blogs.  

It is likely that some of these were accessed via 
social media, as those links remain in place long 
after their initial posting. The links to all blogs are 
also available on the ‘Remarkable Blog’ page of  
our website.

We’ve started emailing our list about old blogs and 
are seeing as healthy an engagement on these as 
we see on new blogs.

Another reason for building a blog library of content, 
week by week is that over time it gets easier to 
create weekly emails and social media posts 
because you can recycle previous messages.

This, of course, means that you want high-value 
blog content that is timeless – meaning it can be 
read any time of any year and still make sense.

Reducing your bounce 
rate drives visitor 
engagement up
In our case, we noted that the Bounce Rate 
(% of visitors leaving the website from their 
page of entry without interacting in any way 
with its content) for our website’s home 
(main) page decreased from 70% to 53.1% 
for new visitors and from 65.9% to 44.6% 
for returning visitors.  

This is demonstrating that we are doing 
a better job at attracting the right kind of 
people because they are engaging better 
with our website, fewer of them are arriving 
and then leaving immediately.

Of the 14 accountancy websites, an 
analysis of the bounce rates shows the 
best score was 36% and the worst was 
85% – how does your firm’s website 
bounce rate for your home page compare 
with these two benchmarks?

What are the ultimate measures of 
success for your website? 
You could answer “new paying clients”.

But this is the ultimate goal for all your sales and 
marketing activity across your whole firm.

For your website, a more realistic outcome measure 
for website success is downloads from your website 
– for which, in return, you get their email address.

Because we track what people download, we can 
also segment our lists on the type of content each 
individual is interested in or values.

Remarkable Practice  
results – report downloads:
November 2015 downloads – 16 

November 2016 downloads – 24

Total downloads in 2015 – 98 

Total downloads in 2016 – 504 

We track these using our email CRM.  
The same email CRM shows how much  
our email lists have been building too. 

We now have an email list which is 2,500+ 
strong. When we started this website and 
digital marketing improvement at 30th 
November 2015 our email list was 958  
strong. During 2015 only 15 people joined  
our list as a result of downloading a report 
from our website.

At 30th November 2016 the list was 1438. 
During 2016 the total number of people joining 
our email list from our website jumped to  
179 (from 15 the previous year).

At 30th June 2017 the list was 2553.  
And in the first 6 months of 2017 we have 
already had 170 new email additions to our 
list, thanks to our website.

Not all the email list additions have come 
from the website but we are now driving 2.5 
times more people to our website than we 
were in November 2015. So, not surprisingly, 
our website is now more effective than ever at 
engaging with our contacts.

RECOMMENDATION 11:
Get list obsessed. Grow the 
overall size of your email list 
(and social media lists). Grow 
the quality of your lists too. 
Segment your lists so you can 
tailor offers to each segment. 
To do this you must make 
your website the axis around 
which all your other marketing 
revolves, as suggested in 
recommendation 5.
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We’ve discovered from this research study that we 
can also have Google Analytics give us a quick and 
easy measure of downloads (independent of our 
email CRM). This is valuable when comparing the 
number of visitors to the download request page 
because it shows conversion rate to downloads on 
this page.

We are just installing this measure to see how well 
our many and various report download pages work 
(or don’t!) so that we can work out which ones need 
improvement and which ones work best.

Look out for future blogs from us on this subject.

It’s worth repeating – measure 
your website effectiveness 
using Google Analytics…
Once you’ve determined what it is you want your 
visitor to do, e.g., to go to a particular page and to 
input their details so that they can be contacted and/
or added to an email distribution list, it is possible 
for Google Analytics to measure the frequency with 
which this action occurs.

IMPORTANT:
First, use GA to set up a Goal. For example, 
using the scenario noted above, once a 
visitor enters their contact details and clicks 
a Submit button, they are taken to a Thank 
You page.  Their entry onto this page (which 
only happens if they’ve input their details) 
will trigger what GA calls a Conversion or, 
in other words, the Goal has been met.  
GA reports on the percentage of sessions 
which result in a Conversion. You can thus 
see how effective your efforts have been 
in making this happen, and adjust your 
content as necessary.

A few vital seconds make all  
the difference…
Now that you’re driving people to visit and revisit 
your website, how do you keep them there and 
engage with them so that they eventually want to 
meet with you or your colleagues?

Your website visitors have 
almost no patience –  
you have only a few seconds 
to impress and engage with 
your website visitors
You have no choice but to make your website 
platform responsive – this means your website 
must work brilliantly on mobile phones,  
tablets and desktop PCs.

You must make your home page and your blog 
page and your team page look simply brilliant  
or you’re going to lose visitors fast. Why these 
three pages? Because our research shows that 
these three pages are the most visited on our 
website and on the accountants’ websites  
we’ve studied.

Make sure your home page (and every page) 
achieves the next click – to stand a chance your 
website pages must look fantastic (putting MWA  
to work for you). 

Looking fantastic is what designers do,  
not accountants, not marketers. Design is  
a designer’s domain. 

  

RECOMMENDATION 12:
Pay for well-designed website 
layout that works well on all 
platforms – especially smart 
phones. Your priority is getting 
your website to look perfect on 
mobile first (desktop 2nd)

IMPORTANT: 

Do not skimp on the time and money 
needed to make your home page look 
as good as Apple’s homepage or Swiss 
International Air’s home page. 

Your clients and prospects are always 
comparing your website with the other 
websites they use. Forget what your 
competitor accountant’s site looks like –  
set out to achieve a website that looks  
and behaves as good as these sites:

https://www.swiss.com/worldofswiss/en/

https://www.etq-amsterdam.com/

http://www.feedmusic.com/

https://www.associated-architects.co.uk/

https://www.swiss.com/worldofswiss/en/
https://www.etq-amsterdam.com/
http://www.feedmusic.com/
https://www.associated-architects.co.uk/
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Your website is much more about  
lead nurture rather than lead generation…
When researching best practice for websites  
that generate results – more visitors, visitors 
that stay longer, visitors that ask for something  
and ultimately buy – we first looked at websites  
for lawyers. 

Why lawyers’ websites? 

The goals of a lawyer’s website are very different 
to the goals of accountants’ websites and so it 
provides a good (professional services) contrast  
to the way accountants’ websites must work.

A lawyer has a very short time between identifying 
a prospective new client and winning them as a 
client. This is because the buying timescale is 
usually short. A company with an HR issue needs 
help now. A divorce case needs help now. An injury 
claim or negligence claim needs help now.

It’s very different for accountants.

Business owners rarely have any urgency about 
changing accountants. 

Yes, business owners can change quickly, 
and some do. 

But most business owners, especially the busy  
and ambitious business owners, are busy already. 
The hassle of changing accountants is rarely at the 
top of a business owner’s to-do list. 

This means they need nudging slowly but surely 
towards changing to your accountancy practice, 
they need to be taken on a lead nurturing journey. 

Your website and your digital marketing must  
build trust over time. So, deliver high-value  
content over time.

  

RECOMMENDATION 13:
Design your website to play 
the long game of winning the 
hearts and minds of business 
owners – design a lead nurture 
website more than a lead 
generation website

 Because lead nurturing makes sense when trying to 
win high-value ideal clients you have another reason 
for committing to a weekly blog and weekly email 
that delivers value, insight and interest. 

What do regular high-value business insights  
do for your firm’s reputation in the hearts and  
minds of high-value prospective clients?  
Your blogs build confidence and certainty and 
assure a business owner that you’re serious, 
committed and always there with some valuable 
insight to help their business.

Think lead nurture, think trust building and it’s 
impossible to avoid a regular blog and regular 
emails packed with high-value content.

Summary

In a 21st century, cloud accounting, Making Tax 
Digital world your accountancy firm needs to 
demonstrate and prove its credentials as a digital 
savvy accountancy firm.

If you don’t increase your ‘digital credibility’ and 
your competing accounting firms do, then you’re 
making your firm irrelevant to your existing clients 
and all your possible future clients. 

Fail to take the digital marketing of your firm 
seriously and your firm’s profits and capital value 
will be in serious jeopardy.

This entire report has been written in order to  
help you make more of your digital shop window 
– your website. Encouraging you to take your 
‘brochure’ website and make it into the central  
axis of all your firm’s communications with your 
business community.

For your website to work harder for  
your firm and give you a 21st century 
competitive edge you must address  
three fundamental questions:

1.   What results do you want from your accountancy 
firm’s website?

2.   How do you know if your accountancy firm’s 
website is working well for you?

3.   Do you know enough about your accountancy 
firm’s website and how to make it work better  
for you?

There is an ocean of data available for analysis. 
Learning to navigate this ocean is a big part of the 
problem. While KPIs can be helpful, it can often 
be more meaningful to look at a couple of distinct 
examples eg. number of downloads of a particular 
report and comparing and contrasting your results 
with data from a previous period.  

Then your website data story can be more easily 
understood. HOWEVER, without a clear direction 
on a target audience and what you want to show 
them, how you want them to engage and what the 
desired outcome is, the data is basically worth little 
to nothing. So…

When examining your data, you want to keep in 
mind just what it is you’re hoping to achieve by 
having a website in the first place.

Have clear goals for your 
website. We recommend 
4 goals:
1.  GET MORE VISITORS to come to  

your website

2. KEEP THEM on your website longer

3.  Get them to COME BACK to your 

website more often

4.  Get them to ENQUIRE about 

something on your website

Answer these four  
questions and you’ll  
stay on the right track:
•  How do you use your website to help grow  

your lists of email addresses and social  
media connections?

•  How do you use your website to provide 
(weekly) value to your existing clients, 
prospective clients and your introducers 
(bank managers, solicitors, etc) so that 
they stay on your website and come back 
to your website willingly?

•  How do you use Google Analytics so that 
you positively know that your website is 
working hard for your firm?

•  How do you review your website results 
to direct improvements on your website to 
keep it working for you? 
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Your first job is to make sure you have clean 
data for analysis.

Make use of the comprehensive suite of reports 
available in Google Analytics to help you 
understand how your website is being accessed 
and used, thus clarifying what can be changed  
and improved to make your site as productive  
as possible.

Then, think about those KPIs which will help you see 
just how effective your website is. 

Keep asking yourself what you are ultimately trying 
to achieve.  

Finally, commit to taking action every month or at 
the very least every quarter to improve the results 

your website gives you. In a 21st century cloud 
accounting world regular website improvements 
give you and your firm a competitive advantage.

As we finish this report we are again looking at how 
to improve the results from our website and digital 
marketing – we hope this report inspires you to 
improve your website too.

In a 21st century cloud accounting world you risk 
irrelevance in the eyes of your clients, prospects 
and introducers – unless you take your firm’s digital 
marketing seriously.

Best get started – check on the accuracy of  
your Google Analytics with the people manging  
your website. 

And if you do nothing else…

MOST  

WANTED  

ACTION
If we could steer you to the one recommendation to start 
with it would be recommendation 5

Appendices
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Ideal client persona exercise

Appendix B
Additional sources of  
website insights
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Removing spam from your 
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Appendix D
More meaningful website KPIs…

Appendix E
Pre-clean and post-clean 
Google Analytics results for 
some of the accounting firms 
websites we looked at

Appendix F
Accountants brilliantly giving 
website visitors access to case 
studies and testimonials
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Appendix A   
Ideal client persona exercise
By answering the following questions you can get 
a very strong picture of your ideal client. With this 
‘persona’ clear for you and your team it’s easier 
to create the website focus, website words and 
website pictures you need to appeal to ideal clients.

You’ll find the Remarkable Practice ideal persona 
in blue below to help you see how it has worked for 
us. Answer the easy questions first, tackle the harder 
questions later.

What does your persona  
THINK and FEEL?
What do they value and what are their goals? 

They value their professional reputation as 
accountants. They want to be liked and 
appreciated by their team, their clients, and 
respected by their peers. They want to create  
a good life for their family and a future for  
their children.

They want to build a successful firm by helping 
their clients to be successful. 

What is your persona’s primary pain point?

Frustration at not having the time and resources 
to deliver enough of a result for clients and for the 
firm. Frustration at not convincing clients of their 
firm’s value and being able to charge enough. 

What does your service have to offer them to 
fix their problem?

Frees up time to get the results they want. 
Creates the drive and focus to address the 
barriers to delivering high value services. Uses 
this to then address client perception of value.

What is the persona’s primary professional  
pain point?

Outwardly, team performance. Inwardly, their 
own performance as a business leader. They 
believe they should be able to fix any issues by 
themselves without outside influence.

What does your persona SEE?
What does your persona do socially? 

Family and friends. Interest in sports. Generally 
quiet outside work because a chunk of their 
social time is consumed by work.

What channels/platforms or media do  
they consume?

BBC. Sky. Telegraph. FT. LinkedIn.  
Accountancy press.

Are they aware of your services?

Once they’ve seen me present/speak or receive 
a recommendation they have. They see our 
blogs, emails and social media messages about 
practice improvement.

What experience are they looking for when 
shopping for your products and services?

They’re not shopping for it. They shop for the 
tools (software, books etc) but not for the 
personal mentoring that they need.

What does your persona  
THINK and HEAR?
Where does your customer go to find 
reviews/information?

Google. AccountingWeb. XeroCon. Awards 
winners. Accountex.

What are their media consumption habits?

Webinars increasingly part of their CPD and other 
learning. Amazon online shopping. 

What social channels/networks do  
they frequent?

LinkedIn. BNI. Business clubs. Golf club. Rugby 
or football club. Facebook. Events (2020, 
AccountingWeb, ICAEW, XeroCon, QBConnect, 
Digita Conference, IRIS roadshow, UK200 
conference, etc)

Who influences your persona personally  
and online?

Personally: clients, close friends, other  
firms of accountants. 2020, Mercia, AVN,  
Industry speakers.

Online: AccountingWeb. Industry speakers. 
Technology leaders – Xero; ReceiptBank; QBO 

What does your persona  
SAY AND DO?
What language does your persona use?

Often struggle to communicate in plain English 
reverting to ‘professional’ speak that confuses 
clients. Command and control approach is the 
norm. Limited structure in their communication 
and delegation to colleagues.

What does their daily routine look like?

Busy, annual peaks & troughs, heavily influenced 
by filing deadlines. At the beck and call of 
clients emails and calls and struggle to fit all the 
client queries into their working day/week. Less 
proactive calls and meetings than they’d like.

What is their job role and level of seniority?

Senior partner, managing partner, sole 
practitioner, decision maker, owner.

How does your persona interact personally 
and online?

Face to face, telephone, email, webinar.

PERSONA PAIN?
What is their biggest challenge?

Raising the performance of their firm to the 
next level. They know what they want but not 
how to get there. Offloading/delegating work 
to colleagues is tough. Recruiting high quality 
people really tough. The loss of clients often 
makes them feel uncomfortable and generates 
doubt about the future of the firm.

What are some popular questions your 
personas have about your product/service?

None. The doubts they have remain  
over themselves and their ability to finally  
change things.

How does your persona overcome 
obstacles?

Mostly by investing more time and energy in the 
firm, and mostly by doing stuff themselves to 
overcome any ‘hump’ in workload.

By rekindling their passion for their firm by 
attending conferences.

PERSONA GAIN
How does your persona measure  
their success?

Fees and fee growth are the main obsession. 

What is the most important thing your 
persona is looking for?

Pride in the work the firm does with clients and as 
a team, as a firm. A quality team, quality work and 
an improvement in the firm’s profits.

How does your persona prioritise  
their needs?

Cash flow challenges often plays a role in their 
monthly business management. Cash plus any 
lost clients derails them from strategic practice 
improvement driving them into a short-term focus. 
Fee growth is then next on their agenda in the 
hope this will deliver greater profits.
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Appendix B   
Additional sources of website insights

https://www.b2binboundmarketer.com/
inbound-marketing-blog/5-mistakes-most-
professional-services-firms-make-with-
inbound-marketing 

https://hingemarketing.com/blog/story/ 
13-key-website-design-and-development-
areas-to-bring-in-business 

Appendix C   
Removing Spam from your Google Analytics8

Google Analytics is a free web analytics service 
provided by Google that tracks and collects website 
traffic data.  

The chances are you are not seeing accurate 
Google Analytics data which means you don’t  
really know how well your website is performing.

Google supplies a unique code which is inserted 
into each web page on your site, thus enabling 
Google to collect data related to user traffic  
and behaviour.  This tracking data is then made  
available to you to analyse and, hopefully, to  
enable you to draw conclusions that will allow  
you to make good decisions regarding the 
effectiveness of your website.

Junk traffic is particularly a problem for small/
medium sites, where spam can account for a big 
part of the data, thus making reports misleading 
and/or irrelevant. 

To make real sense from  
your Google Analytics you  
must filter out the junk visits  
to your website…
When trying to eliminate this junk traffic you 
should not, as a rule: 

• Create simple exclude filters for each spammer

• Use the referral exclusion list for spam

•  Use server-side solutions such as  
WordPress plug-ins

First of all, to protect your data from 
misconfigurations, each site should have

•  A Master view for analysis, and to which filters will  
be applied

• An Unfiltered, un-doctored view as a base

• A Test view for testing filters

Once your set-up is correct, you can block 
irrelevant traffic by setting up:

•  A filter for ghost spam (referral, organic,  
page, language)

• Filters for crawler spam

• A filter for fake languages

• A filter for internal traffic

You can also enable the built-in feature Bot Filtering  
(to exclude known bots).

Below are instructions for 
setting up the various filters  
to screen out junk traffic data
1.   Create a valid hostname filter for  

ghost spam

This will let through only traffic with valid hostnames; 
all other traffic will be excluded.  It is important that 
all relevant hostnames be added, or it could result 
in losing valid data. Test with a segment or use the 
filter for a few days on the Test view. 

To find the Hostname report in GA, go to Reporting/
Audience/Technology/Network.  You will see a  
list of all hostnames that have accessed the site  
in the period specified. There will probably be a  
long list, but only one or a few will actually be  
valid. You should see your own domain, e.g.,  
www.remarkablepractice.com, at the top of the  
list.  An invalid hostname is basically any other  
that you do not know or control. 

ACTION:  
Use this checklist with your tech-support 
people for your website to make sure you’re 
getting accurate Google Analytics

8   Source: Carlos Escalera, ohow.co, Digital Marketing and Analytics. Subscribe to the site to ensure receipt of any updates to the filter 
expressions outlined in this document.
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To create the Valid Hostnames filter:

•  Go to Admin, choose the appropriate View, 
choose Filters/+Add Filter

•  Enter Valid Hostname(s) as the filter name

•  Choose Customer as the Filter Type

•  Choose Include, then Hostname from the Filter 
Field dropdown

•  Enter the hostname expression in the Filter  
Pattern box

•  Verify, then Save

IMPORTANT: 
It is essential to update the expression field 
whenever the GA tracking code is added to 
a new service or domain. Otherwise, the data 
from the new service or domain will not be 
included in the view.

2.  Create filters for Crawler Spam

Crawler spam is harder to detect since it uses a valid 
hostname, so it is necessary to have different filter(s) 
with expressions that match all known crawler spam.

1. Go to Admin/Filters and choose Add Filter 

2. Enter Crawler Spam as a name

3. Choose Custom as the Filter Type

4. Choose Campaign Source as the Filter Field

5.  Paste the following Crawler Spam expression in 
the Filter Pattern box and Save. 
(best|dollar|success|top1)\-
seo|(videos|buttons)\-for|anticrawler|^scripte
d\.|semalt|forum69|7makemon|sharebutton|
ranksonic|sitevaluation|dailyrank|vitaly|profit\.
xyz|rankings\-|dbutton|uptime(bot|check|\.com)

6.  Verify, then Save 
 Repeat the above process to create  
Crawler Spam 2 – 

     datract|hacKer|Googl|responsive\-
test|dogsrun|tkpass|free\-video|keywords\-
monitoring|pr\-cy\.ru|fix\-website|checkpagerank|seo\-
2\-0\.|platezhka|timer4web|share\-
button|99seo|3\-letter|top10\-way|\-seo\-service\.

7. Verify, then Save

3. Create a language filter

Follow the same steps as for the crawler filters 
above, but change the Filter Field to Language 
Settings and in the Filter Pattern box enter the 
following expression exactly as it appears and Save:  

\s[^\s]*\s|.{15,}|\.|,|^c$

4. Create Page Title Spam

Follow the same steps as for the crawler filters 
above, but change the Filter Field to Page Title 
and in the Filter Pattern box enter the following 
expression exactly as it appears and Save:  

google-liar|whitehouse\.gov|life\.ru|vice\.com| 
vc\.ru

5.  Create a filter for internal traffic

This is not difficult, but it would be a matter of 
deciding whether to exclude individual IP addresses 
or a range.  Basically, follow the same steps as 
outlined above, with an appropriate filter expression.  
See https://www.ohow.co/exclude-static-and-
dynamic-internal-traffic-in-google-analytics for more 
detailed information.

6.  Enable the built-in feature Bot Filtering  
(to exclude known bots)

Choose Admin, View Settings. Ensure that the  
Bot Filtering box is checked.

Once these filters have been applied, they act as 
‘guards at the gate’ and will not allow any filtered 
traffic through to the view to which they’ve been 
applied.  This is why a site should have an unfiltered 
view, to ensure that there is a fall-back position 
should the filters be incorrect or too restrictive, 
leading to a loss of valuable data.

Source: Carlos Escalera, ohow.co, Digital Marketing and Analytics. 
Subscribe to this site to ensure receipt of any updates to the filter 
expressions outlined in this document.

Appendix D   
More meaningful website KPIs…
Once you are sure you are looking at clean data, 
you might want to monitor the effectiveness of your 
site using a few other relevant Key Performance 
Indicators (KPIs). These KPIs should be monitored 
over time with a view to determining trends or to 
identify areas for upgrade or modification.

Here are some examples of the types of 
KPIs that may be useful:

•  Number of Sessions, broken down by New and 
Returning Visitors

•  Bounce Rate (the percentage of visitors  
leaving the site from their page of entry,  
without interacting in any way with its content)

•  Mobile/Tablet Traffic

•  Pages per Session

•  Average Session Time

•  Count of Sessions per Visitor (since the first time 
they accessed the site)

•  Source (of traffic to the site)

•  Top Landing Pages (where did the visitor enter  
the site?)

•  Top Exit Pages (on what page did the visitor  
leave the site?)
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Appendix E   
Pre-clean and post-clean Google Analytics 
results for some of the accounting firms’ 
websites we looked at. 
Your pre-clean and post-clean Google Analytics 
results may be the same (which is a good thing) 
because you have the right up-to-date filters 
working on your website. 

However, it makes sense to have your Google 
Analytics filters checked out to be sure you avoid 
the situation Example Firm C finds themselves – 
thinking their website visitor statistics look OK but 
are 80% wrong. Appendix C shows you what to do 
to get your filters working.

Example Firm A

Pre Clean Post Clean % Difference

Sessions 474 430 9.3

Users 366 322 12.0

Average Session Duration 0:58 1:04 -9.3

Pageviews per Session 1.91 1.81 5.2

Sessions per User 1.30 1.34 -3.1

Example Firm B

Pre Clean Post Clean % Difference

Sessions 820 672 18.0

Users 569 519 8.8

Average Session Duration 2:21 2:05 11.1

Pageviews per Session 4.56 5.08 -11.4

Sessions per User 1.44 1.29 10.4

Example Firm C

Pre Clean Post Clean % Difference

Sessions 234 46 80.3

Users 95 18 81.1

Average Session Duration 3:36 4:52 -35.3

Pageviews per Session 2.52 3.48 -38.1

Sessions per User 2.46 2.56 -4.1

Example Firm D

Pre Clean Post Clean % Difference

Sessions 1113 962 13.6

Users 930 869 6.6

Average Session Duration 1:26 1:08 21

Pageviews per Session 2.22 2.21 0.5

Sessions per User 1.20 1.11 7.5

Appendix F   
Accountants brilliantly giving website visitors 
access to case studies and testimonials:
Purpose do an excellent job of giving their website visitors access to several case studies. They also use 
high-quality pictures to make the case studies credible and attractive.

Andrew Price & Co have a 
testimonial front and central on 
their home page. And again a 
high-quality picture makes the 
testimonial credible and attractive.
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Notes  



How do you make your  

website work 414% harder  

for your accountancy firm?


